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Stealth firewalls are the little known but powerful gem of firewall architectures. The first
step of any attack is to "know your enemy" [4]. An attacker first probes, scans and
enumerates all of the network's visible resources. Stealth firewalls are hard to see on the
network, and thus it is harder for an attacker to learn your network topology.
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There are a few distinct types of behaviors currently considered by the industry as
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a system--either
workstation
orA169
server--in
presence on the network. It accomplishes this by restricting its services to the minimum
necessary and using a packet filter to control which network resources it communicates
with. Another type is a network firewall which does not respond to restricted resource
requests with a "resource denied" or "resource restricted" message, but instead simply
ignores the request. The final type is also a network firewall, but it does not route
network traffic in the conventional manner. This is the type of firewall we will scrutinize.
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I consider the following two prerequisites as requirements for full qualification as a true
Stealth Firewall. First, a Stealth Firewall has no addresses or other Layer 3 presence on
any network for which it is providing access control. Instead it behaves as a bridge or
switch, connecting multiple network segments, but also provides access control
mechanisms at that point. The second requirement is implied from the first: Stealth
Firewalls do not decrement the Time To Live (TTL) on packets being managed. Because
of this, anybody scrutinizing the packet's path will not see the Stealth Firewall as a hop.
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As of this writing there are only a few common products capable of running as stealth
network firewalls: FreeBSD, Linux and Sun Microsystem's Sunscreen Firewall. FreeBSD
and Linux both combine a bridging mode with their packet filter to become a Stealth
Firewall. Sunscreen accomplishes it through a special stealth-mode, which can be
enabled in their product. Of these, Sunscreen is by far the most mature product. However,
when considering costs FreeBSD and Linux are both available open-sourced for free, and
Sunscreen is approximately $4500. This does not include the administrative costs, as
FreeBSD and Linux both require more management and expertise to build, where
Sunscreen is a fully bundled and completed product.

Stealth Firewall Architecture
Stealth Firewalls can handle multiple network interfaces, however they are not network
routers.
They split
a single
subnet
distinct
segments
(or zones)
firewall at
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the center, joining them in a manner similar to a bridge or switch. Stealth Firewalls do
this at a layer lower than routing, and instead examine each IP packet in a manner similar
to network sniffers, moving them between interfaces as is appropriate based on the given
access control lists. To accomplish this the firewall must be configured to know which
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hosts are on which interface, and firewall access control lists must be defined describing
what traffic is allowed to and from different segments.
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Diagram #1
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This example shows a simple network (10.1.1.0/25) split into two segments, separated by a Stealth Firewall
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Diagram #1 shows a simple Stealth firewall splitting subnet 10.1.1.0/24. In this example
you have a system on each side of the Stealth Firewall. This example is not a real-world
example, rather it demonstrates how the systems exist on the same IP network, but on
different segments of the firewall. The configuration for this example would include a
definition for System-A on interface zero (if0) and a definition for System-B on interface
one (if1)
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Diagram #2

This example shows two servers protected from themselves and from an external network.
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Diagram #2 is a little closer to the real world. This time you have System-A and SystemB, but they are both protected from the external network, as well as each other. In this
example System-A could be a web server for public access and System-B could be a web
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server for private access. Access Control Lists could be defined to manage relationships
between the external network and each individual system, as well as relationships
between each system.
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Merits of Stealth Firewalls
Stealth firewalls have a few merits over routing firewalls:
•
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All attacks are restricted to Layer 2, since the firewall does not have an OSI layer
3 presence on the network it is protecting.
• It is more difficult to determine which firewall product is being used and which
version.
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• It is more difficult to externally enumerate and map topology of a network.
• Existing networks can be firewalled without subnetting them.
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One way to defeat a firewall is to target it directly. It is usually a network device like any
other, and has an IP address. You can often probe and query against this address to learn
useful information, such as what firewall product it is, what patch level it is at and even
what services it may be running. When running in stealth mode this is not possible.
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By not having a Layer 3 presence on the network, it is not possible to target and/or probe
the firewall. This limits attacks directly against the firewall to those which use layer 2. In
addition to being a hard target, it also means it is difficult to determine which firewall
product is being used and which version is being run.
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Additionally, you can place a Stealth Firewall into a single network subnet, joining
separate network segments together with relationships between segments yet on the same
subnet. It is then more difficult to enumerate and map the topology of the network,
because externally it is hard to determine where the firewall is sitting in relation to the
systems it is protecting. With a routing firewall you can easily determine this by
discerning which subnets the firewall is protecting.
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The ability to firewall a network without subnetting it can also be useful during
implementation of an existing network, as you do not have to change any subnets from
the way they are currently implemented.
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Drawbacks of Stealth Firewalls
Stealth firewalls do have drawbacks:
• They are difficult to architect.
Key•fingerprint
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They are=difficult
to install.
• It is more difficult to trouble shoot networking problems when they are present.
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Stealth firewalls are much harder to architect and install. They do require more indepth
knowledge of networking, since you have to be more cautious with each segment being
built, and the relationships required between systems in different segments.
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Implementation Summary in Sunscreen
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Troubleshooting networking issues is more difficult once the stealth firewall is in place.
Because Stealth Firewalls have no presence it is very difficult to trace traffic behavior
and relationships between systems.
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Sun Microsystem's Sunscreen Firewall is the pioneer for Stealth Firewall behavior. It is
currently available in two forms: a limited version is available free with Solaris 8 as
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Sunscreen-Lite (by download for Solaris 8 x86 or on the Software 2 CD for Solaris 8
sparc), and a full release edition is available for purchase. Unfortunately the lite edition
does not have stealth capabilities. Sunscreen has additional features including an easy to
use administration interface with both a Graphical User Interface (GUI) and Command
Line Interface (CLI), which work synchronously. It also comes with Remote
Administration, NAT, VPN, proxies and more.
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Installing Sunscreen is done in two parts. First you define an administration station, and
then you install the screen (the actual firewall). If you are evaluating sunscreen it is best
to select "Local Administration" and not to define remote administration. Remote
administration is more work to get functioning properly.
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The easiest way to install sunscreen is to load the CD and run the installer script.
Unfortunately this loads a java GUI. It is also possible to install sunscreen from the CLI,
by simply running pkgadd on the relevant packages (refer to the appendix in the
Sunscreen Installation manual).
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During the GUI install it will ask you several questions, including whether or not you
want Remote or Local administration, and whether or not you want to run in Stealth
Mode or Routing Mode. If you are doing a CLI installation, after the pkgadd has
completed you must run the ss_install command.
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After the software is installed and the server is rebooted, you can access the configuration
through the GUI by pointing a web browser at: http:// loca lhos t:38 52. It will load a
java applet.
note: if you are running Netscape for this, you should also look in the
manual for a new java library, as the stock Netscape java library will not
allow an applet to store files, which you may want to do if you wish to
backup your
configuration
disk.FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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The default user is admin with a password of admin. From the command line you can
access sunscreen by typing ssadm edi t po licy. By default your policy is Initial.
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To define the simplest sunscreen installation allowing all traffic between systems you
must create a rule allowing * from * to *. The most important thing you must do is to
define address groups for each interface, and associate them with the interface. The
address group should be inclusive of all systems on each network interface segment.
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